
Jamil, 
  

12 years old 
Date of Birth : November 8, 2007 
Birth Order : 1st child 
Birth Place : Pasig City, Mary Manila     
Religious Affiliation : Islam 
Grade 4  
Jamil,  is eldest of three  children  a brother  9 and sister 6  
The parents  are separated, the mother is a drug usurer and dealer and her 
latest live in partner is the same..He even gives drugs to  Jamil  and he 
became dependent on drugs. His mother was arrested in a raid and jailed 
for drug possession. Then after several year  she was released  in 
2017  She returned to drug use.  
  

He received no values training at home  but saw his mother using drugs 
and also the live in partner.  
  

He felt uncared for he went  to find friendship with his street friends and 
they lived on the street  
much of the time .They begged and stole things to support a drug habit. 
They bought solvent and sniffed it to  forget their problems. 
  

He was arrested with the other boys and brought to the youth detention 
center and locked inside behind bars. He was mistreated inside there was 
abused and beaten  by the guards, He was constantly beaten with rubber 
slippers, deprived of food and they were hungry every day. 
  

They are not allowed out side ,there is no  sunlight, no freedom to walk 
around and they feel the fear of punishment ,After months of the bad 
treatment Preda heard of the conditions there  and  rescued  him from 
the  jail  through application form and bureaucratic  procedures and saved 
him from the bad brutal  conditions.   
  

He was brought to Preda where he is  now happy and feels free and is 
playing  basketball ,Dancing and learning karate and starting 
to  study  again and learn. he is intelligent ,bright ,smart and active in the 
family after only a two weeks of rescue.   He has a bright future and 
a  success story for Space Lama. 
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